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Preferences

• Social preferences
– Altruism
– Trust/trustworthiness
– Reciprocity 
– Fairness
– Inequality aversion
– Competitiveness
– Likelihood to cheat

• Risk preference
– Neoclassical 
– Prospect Theory

• Time preference
– Discount rate
– Hyperbolic discount rate



Why should we care about risk 
preferences?

• Risk preference is an important predictor for economic 
decision making (Dohmen and Falk, 2011; Liu, 2013)

• Many studies find that women are more risk averse than men 
(See Eckel and Grossman, 2008; Croson and Gneezy, 2009; 
Niederle,2014 for review)

• Studies suggest that gender gap in risk attitudes could explain 
some of the differences in career choices and wage gaps 
between men and women ( Manning and Swaffield, 2008; 
Sapienza et al., 2009)





• Other papers: credit constraints, learning 
spillover 



Maybe it’s about risk preferences?
How to Measure Risk Preferences

• Ask in the survey / subjective
– Vignette (Falk, et al ; 2014) 

• Lab experiment 
– Protocol for eliciting risk preference, e.g. Holt and Laury (2002)



• I use the experiment designed by Tanaka, 
Camerer and Nguyen (TCN, 2006), which 
incorporate prospect theory 

• Expected utility theory: risk preferences are 
solely characterized by the concavity of utility 
function for money. 

• Prospect Theory (Kahnemen and Tversky, 
1979): nonlinear probability weighting and 
aversion to loss compared to gain also 
influence individual attitudes toward risk.



• Bt Cotton Survey (2006) was designed and conducted by the Center for Chinese 
Agricultural Policy (CCAP).  A total of 320 households in the survey















• Farmers who are more risk averse adopt the 
new technology later.

• Farmers who are more loss averse adopt the 
new technology later.

• Farmers who overweight small probabilities 
adopt Bt cotton earlier.

• Follow up paper with Jikun Huang (JDE, 2013) 

• We find that farmers who are more risk averse 
use greater quantities of pesticides.















Determinants of Risk Preferences

• Nature vs nurture Genetics/epigenetics/environment 
• Dohmen et al. (2006) use survey evidence on attitudinal 

questions and find modest intergenerational correlations in 
self-reported trust and risk attitudes

• Cesarini et al (2009) QJE : using DZ vs MZ to study risk 
preferences
– Hypothesis: If a trait is heritable, then it must be the case that 

the correlation in MZ twins is higher than the correlation in DZ 
twins.

• Dohmen et al (2007) risk aversion is linked to cognitive 
ability 

• Other work  (Cameron and Shah) linked to important life 
events



Research Questions Related to Risk 
Preferences

• How does Culture/Religion Affect Risk 
Preferences?

– In my own work with Joseph and Juanjuan Meng, 
we find that Confucianism cause Chinese students 
to behave less risk averse. 



Work with Xuejing Zuo, PNAS (2019)

• We want to understand the origin of gender gap 
in risk preferences 

• Studying the risk taking behaviors among children 
from matrilineal Mosuo and traditionally patriarchal 
Han in Yunnan, China

• Children of these ethnic groups go to the same set of 
schools

• We conducted surveys and eld experiments to elicit 
risk attitudes in elementary schools and middle 
schools





Matrilineal vs Patriarchal Societies

• Work by Gneezy, Leonard and List (2009) and Gong and Yang (2012) find
that female adults from matrilineal society behave more similar to men in 
patriarchal society



















“Lugu lake was beautiful. But the road condition wasn't great because of 

the snow..it was scary . Several time the roads were too icy...many cars 

were stalled. Also it was-10c in lugu.... and the room we stayed for the first 

two nights in did not have heater!!!!(local booked it for us because of 

connection. I finally had enough and moved.... caught a bad cold.. many 

stories to tell my kids for the sake of r research.”


